This paper is concerned with the numerical stability of inversion algorithms for 
A is a real n X n symmetric banded Toeplitz matrix: Ai,j = u,~_~, and ai = 0 if lil > p. Such equations are important in signal processing and differential equations; see [14, 201 for some references to applications. For narrow bandwidths, Equation (11 can be solved efficiently with Gaussian elimination.
For larger bandwidths, it is desirable to have an algorithm that takes advantage of both the banded and the Toeplitz structure of A. While several such algorithms have been proposed, the stability of these algorithms has not been much studied. We analyze the stability of two banded Toeplitz solvers due to A. Jain [14] and one due to B. W. Dickinson [ll] . Our analysis of Dickinson's algorithm is an extension of results previously obtained by MacLeod [18] . The se algorithms have been described for inverting general banded Toeplitz matrices, but we concentrate on the case when A is real and symmetric positive definite (hereafter, s.p.d.1. We also present a new algorithm and study its stability properties.
Concepts about the conditioning of linear systems of equations and the stability of solution algorithms for linear systems, as well as some specific results about the condition numbers of certain Toeplitz and circulant matrices, are reviewed in the next section. In Section 3, we explain the model that we will use for roundoff errors and write error bounds for the effects of roundoff on some elementary vector operations.
In Section 4, we show that both of the algorithms due to Jain and Dickinson's algorithm are unstable when used to invert s.p.d. Toeplitz matrices. In Section 5, we show that one of Jain's algorithms is weakly stable if the infinite extension of A is p.d. and well conditioned. In Section 6, we present a new algorithm which is stable under a more general condition and which can be modified to invert certain Toeplitz-like matrices.
CONDITIONING AND STABILITY
To measure the accuracy of algorithms for matrix inversions, we must have some means of measuring the size of vectors and matrices. For an n x 1 vector, we will use the 1, norm, defined as
The 1, norm of an m x n matrix is defined by
where 8" \(O} is the set of all nonzero complex n-vectors. We will sometimes use the Frobenius norm, Both the matrix 1, norm and the Frobenius norm are consistent with vector 1, norms; i.e., and IlMxIle < IIMII~llxllz. 
We will measure changes in x and b in the same vector norm, and changes in M in a consistent matrix norm. The condition number of M, defined as 
More generally, we can write
The Frobenius and 1, norm condition numbers of M are given by 
Ilk-XII ~@F(K(M),~)+O(~~)>
where F is an increasing function of each of its arguments. If no such bound exists, theii the algorithm is said to be unstable. These types of stability are discussed in detail in [8] .
Let us now state some results about the condition number of banded Toeplitz matrices and related circulant and infinite Toeplitz matrices. Let A be an n X tr banded s. If f is a positive function, then a consequence of Equation (6) is that A, is p.d. for all n. From Equations (6) and (7) it can be seen that K~(A.)
approaches f,,, / fmi, from the left as n + ~0.
A is often the leading submatrix of the correlation matrix of a stationary process for which the correlation sequence a, is zero for all i > p, not just 2 = p, . . . , n -1. In that case, A, is nonnegative definite and f is nonnegative function. If A, is p.d., then f is positive. Then, for large n, K~(A~) = K~(A_,).
In Sections 5-6, we will see that we can find efficient weakly stable algorithms to solve Ax = b if A, is p.d. and K~(AJ is not substantially larger than K~(A).
In Section 4-6, we consider some algorithms for inverting banded Toeplitz systems based on circular decomposition. An m X m matrix H, is circulant if it is of the form An m X m circulant matrix is diagonalized by the mth order discrete Fourier transform (hereafter, DFT) matrix F. We will denote time domain vectors by lowercase bold letters and their DFTs by uppercase bold letters; thus, C = Fc. If the first column of H, is c, then 
We will often be concerned with a circulant matrix H, with first row (a, a1 ... u,, 0 ... 
+),
When this occurs, the kth component of C is (l/&L)f(k 27/n>.
We can see from Equation (8) 
ROUNDING ERRORS
In this section, we define a model for floating point computation and consider the effects of roundoff on some elementary operations.
We will always assume that the original data are already in floating point form; we do not consider rounding errors in storing the input data. We consider floating point numbers with mantissas d binary digits long. Thus, the machine precision is S = 2-d. Let a and b be real floating point numbers, let op = +, -, X, or /, let c = a op b, and let c^ be the computed value of c. Following [3], we assume that 12 -cl < lcl6.
(14)
In this paper, we are concerned with terms that are first order in 6. This greatly simplifies the analysis, as we can examine the effects of roundoff at each stage of the computation independently.
When we write error bounds, we will usually omit writing "+ O(S')." We will now write error bounds for the effects of roundoff on some elementary operations that will be the building blocks of the algorithms presented in the next two sections.
Vector Sums
Let b and c be real vectors, and let x = b+c. Then, by direct application of Equation (141, Squaring the above expression, summing over k, and taking the square root, we obtain II%-XII2 = ~11x112.
3.2. Matrix-Vector Products Let M E Smx" and b E %jnxl. We wish to compute the product x = Mb. We will assume that the multiplication is done in the obvious way, i.e., as We will write $m,(n) to mean $,,(n,n). It follows that
If the summation in Equation (16) is done differently, then this error bound can be improved. Simply performing the summation in a treelike manner will make $mo(mr n) grow like log n& instead of n&. Even better accuracy can be obtained if the order of the summation is allowed to be data-dependent.
It is easy to generalize Equation (17) Thus, if we have rounding errors in c (C) and compute its DFT (IDFT) without introducing any additional rounding errors, we will have
3.4. System Solution Consider the solution of an n X n system given by
Mx=b. (22)
If Gaussian elimination is used, then the computed solution will satisfy [3] (
llM]lrn is the maximum absolute row sum of M, and p is a parameter that depends on M and the pivoting scheme used. Note that the 1, norm ]]M]lm of M is related to its 1, norm by
n For partial pivoting, p is bounded by 2"-l, and there are matrices for which p = 2"-' when partial pivoting is used.
Combining Equations (4) and (241, we obtain
While Equation (25) suggests that Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting can lead to very large roundoff errors for moderate values of n, in practice the performance is almost always much better. Wilkinson [25] has found that for most matrices encountered in practice When M is a dense Toeplitz matrix, there are many algorithms that solve Equation (22) In this section, we describe some known algorithms for inverting n x n banded Toeplitz systems. These algorithms have been described for unsymmetric systems, but we present the algorithms in symmetric form. We will see some stability problems that arise when these algorithms are used to solve s.p.d. banded Toeplitz systems.
The first algorithm that we describe is due to Dickinson The total number of flops used is O(pn). MacLeod [lS] studied the performance of Dickinson's algorithm in finite precision. He showed that if roundoff errors contaminate the initial and terminal values of x computed in the first stage, then these errors grow exponentially with n in the second stage. The rate of growth depends on the modulus of the root of p(z) = apz2p + up_lz2p-1 + * * * + uozp + * * * + up with largest modulus, A,,.
Because p(z) is a symmetric polynomial, it will almost certainly have a root with modulus greater than one. The reason for this error growth is that the recursion described by Equation (27) amounts to running the sequence xk through an unstable recursive filter. A numerical example of the effect of roundoff in Dickinson's algorithm is given in [18]. The growth of roundoff errors for Dickinson's algorithm should be contrasted with Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. In both cases, the worst case error growth is exponential in n. However, while exponential growth in errors can be expected with Dickinson's algorithm, the growth rate is almost always much slower with Gaussian elimination. Therefore, while Gaussian elimination is a useful (and popular) algorithm, Dickinson's algorithm will almost always produce unacceptable roundoff errors when used to solve large banded Toeplitz systems in finite precision.
Nonetheless, the analysis of MacLeod does not show that Dickinson's algorithm is formally unstable. If we can bound A,, in terms of K(A) and n, then it may be possible to demonstrate nominal weak stability.
We now show that no such bound exists. Consider a symmetric tridiago- to the boundary of 0. If the inputs can be close to the boundary of 0 without the problem being ill conditioned, then the algorithm is potentially unstable.
The first circular decomposition algorithm due to Jain [14], which we will call CIRCDE~, is only valid when up # 0. Thus, we expect that CIRCDE~ will be unstable as well.
We now briefly review CIRCDE~ from [14]. For this algorithm, we require that p < n /2. We write the matrix A as the sum of a circulant matrix and a 
where v and u are p X 1 vectors.
Compute
ELLIOT LINZER x=z+H-' c
I
V with FFTs.
(The algorithm as presented by Jain contains a mistake.
Step 2 above is the way to compute zi and zt; Equation (15) 
If one or more of ul,...,uP_r is not zero, then lim, ,,,]]G]]z -f 0. Therefore, if up is small then G is ill-conditioned.
We will se; in Section 6 that as a,,
Because A (and A,) can be well conditioned when a,, is small, we conclude that CIRCDE~ is unstable. In practice, a, is often bounded by a rapidly decreasing sequence and is truncated after p nonzero elements. Hence, we expect the instability of CIRCDE~ to be pernicious in practice. We conducted some MATLAB [19] experiments on CIRCDE~. The experiments were conducted on a Sun 3/60 with machine precision 2-m = 10-16. The inversion of J was done with Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.
We considered 8X 8 matrices with p = 3. We took a, = 1 and a3 = 10m3, 10-6,...,10-. 3o We genera e t d random numbers between 0 and 0.1 for al and a2 and between 0 and 1 for the elements of b. We repeated 100 times for each value of ua. For these matrices,
For each value of ua, we computed the average of the 1, norm of the residual, r = A9--b. The results are shown in Table 1 . For us Q 10-18, the average errors were about 1, demonstrating the large roundoff errors that can occur when CIRCDE~ is used to invert well-conditioned s.p.d. matrices. Let us now study the second circular decomposition algorithm of Jain, We conducted some MATLAB experiments solving A(E)x = b with CIRCDES.
We generated the elements of b randomly between 0 and 1 and took E = 1, 0.1,0.01)...
The experiment was repeated 100 times for each value of E.
The results of the experiments are shown in Table 2 . For E = 10-15, the average 1, norm of the residual was 0.0075, which should be compared with the machine precision of 10-16. For E < 10-16, CIRCDE2 failed because the floating point representation of H,,(E) is singular.
STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR JAIN'S SECOND ALGORITHM
In this section, we consider the case when A, is p.
d. and KJAJ = K~(A).
We will see that under this condition CIRCDE:! is weakly stable. We briefly described CIRCDE~ in the last section. Let us now state the computational steps of CIRCDE~. ALGORITHM 2 (CIRCDE2).
Compute h as the solution of the deconvolution problem
(32) (37)
We can now combine Equations (36) and (37) 
The matrix D,, is Toeplitz, so there are efficient algorithms that can be used to solve Equation (34) [22, 6, 1, 4, 51 . For simplicity, we will assume that Equation (34) is solved with Gaussian elimination. Then
Combining Equations (40)-(421, we obtain I& -bll < IID,'~~~( Ik -sllz + Sfi(cl,( p')llH,'11A1b11~)
In order for Equation (43) 
A similar argument shows that IID,% < llH,~ll~.
(45)
Let x(l) be the computed x if errors occur only during stages I-3 of CIRCDE~, and let xc2) be the computed x if errors occur only during the last stage of CIRCDE~. Following Equation (4),
We use Equation (26) to obtain
Because b = Ax, it follows that
Combining Equations (38), (391, and (43) we can use Equation (13) to conclude the CIRCDE~ is weakly stable. The RHS of Equation (49) can be bounded by a function that grows like [K,(A,)I~. As presented, CIRCDE~ uses O(n log n + p3) flops. If we solve Equation (34) with the Trench algorithm, then the operation count becomes O(n log n + $1. If a well-conditioned problem is segmented into well-conditioned problems that are solved with weakly stable algorithms, then the computed solution will be close to the exact solution. Because the Trench algorithm is weakly stable for the inversion of s.p.d. Toeplitz systems [lo], we do not sacrifice weak stability if the Trench algorithm is used to solve Equation (34). If any of the O(n log' n) Toeplitz solvers [l, 4, 51 is weakly stable for inverting s.p.d. Toeplitz matrices, then the operation count can be reduced to O(n log n + p log' p> without losing weak stability.
A NEW ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a new algorithm, cmcn~3, which is weakly stable under a more general condition than CIRCDE~. Also, CIRCDE~ can be modified to invert certain Toeplitz-like matrices.
CIRCDE~
can be viewed as a modification of CIRCDE~. Like CIRCDE~, CIRCDE~ is valid only when p < n/2.
In Section 4, we saw that CIRCDE~ experiences stability problems in computing u and v when up is small. The idea in CIRCDE~ is to use a different method to compute u and v that does not require that ap # 0.
From 
Therefore, if we can come up with a stable way to compute xi and xtr we may be able to obtain a stable algorithm to compute x. Indeed, once xi and xt are computed, we can obtain the entire solution by using Equation (28). Our method for computing xi and xt is based on the fact that, after some column permutations, the matrix Hii block-triangularizes the matrix A. Consider the matrix Hz 'A. Because the middle n -2 p columns of A are the same as the middle n -2p columns of H,, the middle n -2p columns of H;'A are the middle n -2p columns of the n X n identity. Thus, the matrix It follows that 
Thus, J is ill conditioned when J, is. We mentioned in Section 4 that instability in CIRCDE~ can occur because J can be ill conditioned when ap is small. With Equations (55) and (30) we can see that this is the case; i.e., with these equations we can deduce Equation (31).
Let us now consider how we would compute the matrix R. A simple way to compute R is to use a two step process:
Compute the vector u as the solution of the deconvolution problem Then u is the first column of H,'. Because H,' is circulant, all of its elements can be determined from u.
Compute those elements of H,'A that are needed by use of straightforward matrix-matrix multiplication.
The complexity of the first stage is O(n log n). Because A is sparse, the complexity of the second stage is 0(p3). Let R('), i = 1,2, be the computed value of R if errors occur only at stage i.
Let A' be the n X 2p matrix whose first (last) p columns are the same as the first (last Similar formulae can be derived for the remaining elements of R. Thus, R can be computed with O(n log n + p2) flops. Because most of the roundoff accumulated when complrting R is a result of the roundoff errors in computing H,', the numerical behavior of this faster method is about the same as that of the straightforward approach.
Let us now present the entire algorithm CIRCDE~: ALGORITHM 3(CIRCDE3).
1. Compute R with either method described above.
Compute z as the solution of the deconvolution problem
H,z = b.
Let
Solve (51) to compute w.
Let y-(y).
Compute y with Equation (50). 5. Compute z' as the solution of 6. Calculate x as the sum x = z+z'.
With Equation (26) IlG'llz = IlGlln < Ilh,llz.
With Equation ( 
We can now
As with CIRCDE~, CIRCDE~ will be weakly stable if A, is p.d. and
K~(A) = K~(A_).
In that case, the RHS of Equation (66) grows no faster than
Equation (66) holds whether or not H, is p.d., so CIRCDE~ will be weakly stable whenever H, is well conditioned. In fact, we can obtain a modification of CI~CDE~ for unsymmetric matrices that will have an error bound similar to Equation (66).
In practice, it may not be possible to know a priori whether H, is well conditioned unless we also know that A, is s.p.d. However, if c is the first column of H,, then, by use of Equation (8) While there are at most n distinct values of r for which H,(T) is singular, there is no obvious a priori method to choose T so that H,(T) is well-conditioned.
As presented, CIRCDE~ uses O(n log n + p3) flops. Because R is "Toeplitz-like," it may be possible to use "displacement-rank' techniques [4] to solve Equation (51) (without explicitly computing R) in O(p log' p) flops. This will lead to an O(n log n + p log' p) algorithm. Because in general R is not s.p.d., this approach can lead to instability. An alternative is to consider the s.p.d. system
. However, it should be kept in mind that (in the I, norm) K(R'R) = [K(R)]'. Jain noted that the philosophy of CZIRCDE~ can be used to invert an n X n matrix which differes from an easily invertible matrix by a matrix of rank r < n [14] . The solution of the n X n system can be reduced to the inversion of the easily invertible matrix, the solution of r linear equations, and some auxiliary calculations. However, we have seen that this approach can lead to instability. The approach of CIRCDE~ can be used to invert an n X n matrix that differs from an easily invertible matrix in only r -=K n of its columns. A non-Toeplitz example is the Toeplitz-like matrix considered by Jain in [14] . This approach leads to algorithms that are weakly stable whenever the easily invertible matrix is well conditioned.
CONCLUSION
We have studied the numerical properties of some algorithms for the inversion of banded Toeplitz matrices.
We have seen that Dickinson's algorithms and one of Jain's algorithms require that up # 0 and are unstable when a,, is small. We expect other algorithms that require up # 0 to experience similar stability problems. Examples are some inversion formulae due to W. Trench [23] . Calculation of these formulae requires the inversion of triangular Toeplitz matrices that become aribtrarily ill conditioned as up + 0. Hence the formulae are not weakly stable.
The second algorithm due to Jain, CIRCDE~, and a new algorithm that we derived, CIRCDE~, do not require that up # 0. CIRCDE~ is weakly stable for
